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Snow melt floods campus
Water overwhelms county roads with the warm weather changes
BY PETER OʼCAIN

Staff Reporter

Campus ofﬁcials were on edge Monday evening as ﬂoodwaters nearly made
their way into Central buildings.
“Dean Hall and the SURC were an
inch from going under,” said Bill Vertrees
of Facilities Management. “We were just
inches away from having several major buildings [ﬂooded] and some heavy
stress.”
Vertrees said that as late as 5 p.m.
Monday, Wilson Creek was over its banks
and the SURC parking lots were ﬂooded.
“Then at 6:30 p.m. it started drying
up,” Vertrees said. “I don’t know if it was
God, Sarah Palin—I don’t know what it
was.”
Deputy Fire Chief Rich Elliott said
that the ﬂood happened because higher
than average temperatures caused a large
quantity of snow to melt within 20 hours.
The decline in water levels was due to
cooling temperatures, he said.
Elliott said 73 properties were reported as damaged, but he believes that the
total damage isn’t as signiﬁcant as the
high number implies. Floodwaters don’t
do considerable damage until they reach
the insulation and he doesn’t believe all
73 properties had insulation damage, he
said.
Vertrees said the Wilson Creek ﬂooding was due to the town ditch overﬂowing
into Wilson Creek.
“It ﬂooded our entire yard and we
spent a couple hours bagging sand at the

JACKIE JOHANSON

KELLY REQUA

basketball and football teams, as well as
volunteers from the Red Cross and the local Church of Latter Day Saints pitched
in to help ﬁ ll sandbags.
Students were faced with road blockages and inaccessibility around campus.
Sophomore Ryley Coker was driving his
1986 GMC truck through three-footdeep water on 18th Avenue — having fun
— when two motorists asked for his help.
“There was a car that ﬂagged me
down and then another pulled up and his
motor seized,” Coker said. “So I pulled

them out.”
Although Coker’s playfulness proved
to be invaluable, Vertrees said the best
way for students to help ﬂood control efforts is by staying out of ﬂooded areas,
unless necessary, and by being more conscious for their own safety.
With a combination of community
support and good fortune, Central experienced limited damage.
“We were inches away,” Vertrees said.
“But I guess sometimes it’s better to be
lucky than good.”

DAY OF REST TURNS INTO DAY OF LABOR (Left) Water flooded the Ganges ditch that runs through campus, threatening newly renovated Dean Hall. (Right) Seniors Kaitlyn Dolechek, family studies major, and Danielle O’Malley, graphic design major,
filled sandbags at Kiwanis Park on Monday. Wilson Creek flooded within inches of their home near Brooklane.

Kiwanis park,” to use as a barrier around
the house, said student Kaitlyn Dolechek.
“It was rising at a rate of about a half foot
an hour.”
Vertrees said that he had 25 to 30 people working Monday to prevent further
ﬂood damage on campus.
“We probably put out about six or
eight [pallets of sandbags] yesterday,”
Vertrees said. “Three or four were used
to ﬁ x Wilson Creek, which ﬂooded downtown.”
Elliott said volunteers from the CWU

CWU remembers Martin Luther King Jr.
Students, community join together to honor the civil rights leader

“

Photo Editor

It started with just a few people, standing in front of a display decorated in yellow and red construction paper, with a
timeline, events, quotes and photos. The
gathering resembles a crowd of protesters during the 1960s Civil Rights movement. There are people of all races, ages
and creeds. A girl with an eyebrow piercing and short hair. An olive-skinned man
with square glasses. A pair of middle-aged
women in black and beige dress coats.

They mingle and chatter among themselves. Some take photos with signs that
say things like “Equal Rights,” throwing
peace signs and posing in different combinations.
Still the crowd grows. Someone starts
passing out candles and paper cups. More
people trickle in, all patiently waiting,
arms crossed or hands in pockets, for the
event to begin. Andre Dickerson, senior
bio-chemistry pre-med major, a peer mentor for the Students for the Dream LLC
and the president of the newly-formed
E.M.P.I.R.E men’s organization, decides

“

KATHARINE LOTZE

SILENT TRIBUTE Alychia Colon, junior communications major, and friends Monisha Watkins, sophomore pre-vet major, and Travonn Thomas, sophomore psychology
major, are members of the Students for the Dream LLC on campus and marched in
last Thursday’s Walking with the King event. Colon carried on her grandfather’s legacy,
who marched in the 1960s protests.
BY KATHARINE LOTZE

they’ve waited long enough and wades like ants in a colony. One of them, much
through the crowd to the front. Donning less shy than the others, begins to spout
a black pea coat and ironed slacks, he in- off facts and information about Martin
troduces himself to the now-focused mass Luther King Jr. Day.
of eager eyes, then continues with a few
“We watched a Civil War movie, it
inspiring words about why they’ve gath- was kinda fun; we slept halfway through,”
ered here and ends his introduction with says Tarese Brown, 8, beaming, while her
a bellowing, “Let’s make some noise!” As mother watches and chuckles from behind
he trails off, the crowd roars to life with a her. Her mother asks her who was the ﬁrst
slave to run away
jubilant cheer.
and Tarese sounds
The crowd has
gathered
for
the
They had water can- out Frederick Doug“Walking with King”
nons and they knocked las slowly because
a hard one to
candlelight vigil and
my mother off his shoul- “that’s
say,” and continues to
march, a part of
ders. My grandfather spew more of her reCentral Washington
University’s
Martin
was marching because cently gained knowlof slavery and
Luther King, Jr. celhe wanted to marry my edge
the civil rights moveebration. The march
grandmother, but he ment.
began in 2008 and
was black and she was
Weaving through
until this year, was
the crowd is Gabriel
scheduled for the obwhite.
Muñoz, Jr., Central’s
served holiday. This
year the organizers,
ALYCHIA COLON Associated Student
including the DiverJunior communications major Body president. Martin Luther King Jr.,
sity Education Center
Day holds a great sigand the Black Student
niﬁcance to Muñoz,
Union, moved the festivities to the Thursday before in hopes a Mexican-American. He stops and leans
of increasing the turnout. MLK events against a wall, a pensive look in his eyes,
began Thursday afternoon with “Mak- as he recounts the discrimination his faing a Difference” at Lincoln Elementary, ther faced as a Mexican immigrant in the
where volunteers helped ﬁrst graders cre- 1960s.
His father, Gabriel Muñoz Sr. crossed
ate artwork and learn about King’s work.
Following the candlelight vigil was the the border into the United States and
“We Are the Dream” presentation in the found his way to Santa Monica, Calif. and
SURC, with a keynote speech by Central eventually to Granger.
Psychology Professor, Breyan Haizlip.
As the crowd collects more marchers,
Zareth Brown’s shiny black hair drapes
MLK CELEBRATION
CONTINUED ON P.4
down her back as she stands patiently with
her six children who mill around her waist
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Parking lot peril

KELLY REQUA

DINGS AND DENTS A car parked near Campus Village shows signs of a recent
accident.
BY MATTHEW WILCOX

Staff Reporter

Recently there has been an increase in
the number of Central students returning
to their vehicles after a day of classes only
to find dings and damage to their cars.
The idea of a warm car after a long walk
back from class is being plagued by the
fear of a dent in a bumper, without a clue
as to how it got there, or a note containing
contact information of the perpetrator.
According to the Campus Police daily
records, there have been a total of 34 reported incidents involving motor vehicles
from Nov. 1, 2010 to Jan. 11 of this year.
These incidents consist of 20 reported
“vehicle contacts” and 11 miscellaneous
auto reports which include vehicle theft,
vehicle prowl and parking and driving
complaints on Central’s campus. A total
of three hit-and-runs have been reported
to campus authorities.
“I worry every day I park in the lots at
CWU, people park way to close to each
other. A lot of times people are probably
too afraid to man-up and take responsi-

bility for an accident if they think no one
saw,” said Phil Frost, physical education
major.
Other students who have yet to face
such a problem can still imagine the frustration.
Spencer Ozbolt, freshman health and
safety management major, admits he often worries about someone hitting his
pick-up in the parking lots.
“I have a lot of time and money invested in my truck,” Ozbolt said.
There is a range in severity among vehicle damages that students face.
“The amount of damage varies with
each incident, the most common being
broken taillights or scratches,” said Captain Luvara of the Campus Police.
The police follow up on hit and runs
with investigations and, “are able to use
evidence like a broken taillight from the
one who hit the car and trace it back to
the vehicle and locate it,” Luvara said.
If you accidently hit a parked car in
one of the campus parking lots, officials
advise you to do the right thing and leave
a note.

MLK CELEBRATION
CONTINUED FROM P.3

Much like the discrimination against
African-Americans, Muñoz, Sr. encountered restaurants and bars that prohibited
not only blacks, but Mexicans and Spanish speaking in their establishments as
well.
“My dad didn’t really believe that officers would give somebody a ticket for
speaking Spanish. Him and his friends
were walking around the park, they were
speaking Spanish, and my dad went somewhere and came back and the officer was
talking to a couple of his friends, and was
actually giving one individual a ticket for
speaking Spanish,” Muñoz Jr. said. “That
was kind of unique, kind of weird to listen to because you don’t think that could
ever happen. I mean, how could someone
give you a ticket for speaking another language?”
Muñoz follows the rest of the marchers
through the doors, outside of the SURC,
where organizers light the candles, one by
one, some participants use their flame to
light others around them.
Dickerson, who is positioned again at
the head of the crowd, hollers for everyone to “make some noise!” As the march
begins, Dickerson starts an enthusiastic
chant of “Rights for all! Rights for all!”
The marcher’s feet shuffle down the sidewalk, gravel and de-icing agent scrapes
beneath their shoes. Each marcher steps
carefully to be sure a patch of black ice
doesn’t sneak up on them. Dickerson
changes the chant to a sharp “M-L-K!
M-L-K!” and it takes a minute before the
back of the crowd catches on.
A thick fog begins to roll in, but it
doesn’t stop the proud marchers. Their
breath, visible in the winter air, rolls out
of their mouths as the chant changes yet
again, this time to a rhythmic “Students
united, we’ll never be divided!”
“Let’s make some noise for the administration that’s working late!” shouts

Dickerson, walking backwards in front of
the crowd as it nears Barge Hall. “Let ‘em
know we work late too!”
The crowd turns a corner and someone in the back shouts, “Don’t hate! Appreciate!” The shuffling feet, tucked into
boots, and the bobbing heads, tucked into
knit hats, come to a stop on the corner of
University Way and D Street. Dickerson
calls for a moment of silence, a hush falls
over the crowd, until he bursts through
again moments later with an even louder,
“Make some noise!”
The crowd’s escaping breath adds to
the blanket of thickening fog. Alychia
Colon, junior communications major,
and her two friends, Monisha Watkins,
sophomore pre-vet major, and Travonn
Thomas, sophomore psychology major,
add a high-pitched “Ok!” to the end of
the crowd’s punctuated “M-L-K!”
Colon is one-quarter African-American, though it’s hard to tell with her
porcelain skin. Her grandfather, Robert
Tucker, marched in the 1960s during the
civil rights protests, with her mother, Teresa Tucker, on his shoulders.
“They had water cannons and they
knocked my mother off his shoulders.
My grandfather was marching because he
wanted to marry my grandmother, but he
was black and she was white,” Colon says.
At the rear entrance of the SURC,
Dickerson makes his final announcement
with an increasingly hoarse voice: all candles must be blown out before entering
the building. But his statement wouldn’t
be complete without one last “Let’s make
some noise!” He proposes the marchers
make as much noise as possible as the
group enters the SURC.
The crowd delivers. They hoot and
holler, cheer and cry out, hurrying
through the dining area and up the stairs
to the theatre. When they reach the top,
the give one final cheer and the tail end of
the crowd chants, “Rights for all! Rights
for all!”

New M.S. in
Law and Justice
Have a degree in the social sciences and interested
in a career in law and justice?
Come to the information session on the new M.S. in
Law and Justice to start Fall, 2011 at CWU-Kent.
Friday, January 21, 11:00 AM, Farrell 211

Contact us for further information:

Central Washington University
Department of Law and Justice
Farrell Hall, room 300
Phone: 509-963-3208
E-mail: laj@cwu.edu
www.cwu.edu/~lajhome
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Lewis shows his jewels Students work to get I-1068
Art professor featured in speakers series

for legal marijuana on ballot

BY WESTON MORROW

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

“

PHOTO COURTESY OF FACERE JEWERLY ART

EXPLORATION OF SEXUALITY
‘The Decent’ by Keith Lewis

this culture,” Lewis said. “We use boobs
to sell motor-oil, but we don’t ever talk
about sex in any meaningful way.”
By using jewelry as his medium, Lewis
exposed the roles that jewelry plays as a
kind of propaganda. His view on jewelry
shows its creative inﬂuence as an artistic
form.
“Jewelry can be an expressive export,
different than a painting or a sculpture
which sits in a place and people have to
come to it. Jewelry comes to you out in
the world,” Lewis said.
Lewis’s speech was part of the College
of Arts and Humanities speaker series.
The next in the series is a speech by Professor Karen Turcotte of the Philosophy
and Religious Studies Department on
Sunday.

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!
CALL 963-1026
TO PLACE AN AD
SEND A PHOTO-READY
AD OR HAVE OUR
DESIGNER HELP YOU
DESIGN YOUR
PERFECT AD!

“

Central Washington University professor Keith Lewis drew students from a
variety of departments to study the art
of jewelry.
Lewis, regarded as one of the most
controversial jewelry artists in the United
States, broke away from the normal art
lecture technique on a body of work and
instead focused his entire talk on a single
piece.
His 2005 piece, “Antonio Conselheiro
& the Town of Canudos,” told the tale of
a Brazilian priest, the small self-sufﬁcient
town he started and the controversy it
caused.
By focusing on a single piece of art,
Lewis showed the intricacies of his art as
a commentary on society.
“How can you talk for an hour and
keep it interesting about one piece of
art?” Lewis asked.
By focusing his time on one work he is
able to expand all the historic and cultural reference points and the interpretive
strategy to which his art refers.
His Brazilian piece reminded the audience of the rest of the world; a place
often forgotten in the modern climate of
North America.
After receiving his bachelor’s degree
in chemistry, Lewis began making jewelry and studying it as an artistic medium.
In his work, he uses the quiet, intimate
form of jewelry to remind people of connections with history and our bodies. His
pieces often explore the expression of
sexuality in a culture that typically hides
it.
“Sex is treated very suspiciously in

to it. Though marijuana is the main focus
of the club at the moment, it is not the
only issue they deal with. Grimmer said
The Wildcats for Compassionate Care the club will be hosting events to promote
Club hosted an event last week to inform chiropractic medicine, acupuncture and
people about Initiative 1068 and gain vol- naturopathic medicine.
unteers for support. This initiative would
“I got the idea for the club last quarter
place the matter of the decriminalization while I was researching what the universiof marijuana in Washington state in to the ty’s policies were regarding medical marihands of voters.
juana,”
Grimmer
Don Skakie, the
said. “I overheard
state coordinator for
I overheard some some students talking
Sensible Washington,
getting their
students talking about about
came to Central to
medical recommengetting their medical rec- dations and they were
speak at the event and
ommendations and they saying some stuff
inform the audience
about the initiative.
were saying some stuff that would deﬁnitely
“It was quite sucin their arrest
that would definitely re- result
cessful,” said club
if pursued. At that
sult in their arrest if pur- point I decided somepresident
Brian
Grimmer. “We had
sued ... I decided some- one needs to educate
10 to 12 people show
one needs to educate these students so they
up and volunteer, but
don’t get themselves
these students.
more
importantly,
in trouble.”
another 40 students
The club’s faculty
BRIAN GRIMMER
have signed up to volPresident, Wildcats for adviser is sociology
unteer and help gathprofessor
Compassionate Care associate
er signatures when
Nelson Pichardo. Pithe petitions are rechardo has been at
leased in February.”
Central since 1999, and in 2003 he reGrimmer is a non-traditional student leased a publication titled “Framing the
who is completing a double major in User: Social Constructions of Marijuana
history and sociology and is the Kittitas Users and the Medical Marijuana MoveCounty Coordinator for Sensible Wash- ment.”
ington.
“Professor Pichardo has been a great
The Wildcats for Compassionate Care advisor,” Grimmer said. “His recommenwas approved as a club last quarter, but dations regarding portraying a favorable
this is the ﬁrst quarter they have been ac- image on the subject of marijuana have
tive in educating students about medical been invaluable.”
marijuana as well as the laws pertaining
BY HAYDEN RAPP
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Life according to Google

Not everything you need to know can be Googled,
with the best answers coming from life experiences
Every now
later, the job was done. This is a real
and then, I
life example of where you can’t Google
feel the need to
something and expect a decent answer.
editorialize on
Have you ever Googled how to do
my own gensomething you already know how to do
eration. This
and read the responses? Let’s take “How
week, it’s about
to drive a stick shift” as an example. This
using Google
simple search will return thousands of
for life’s basic
results, many of which have complicated
questions.
or inaccurate information. What ever
The run- BY ANTHONY JAMES
happened to learning by doing?
ning joke in Editor-in-Chief
I can’t count the number of times
the newsroom
I’ve Googled something and I get ﬁve
is that I’m 21
or six different answers that all end up
going on 45. There might be some truth being wrong. If you don’t know how to
to that. Instead of getting on the com- do something and blindly take someone
puter or my phone to learn how to do else’s advice, how will you know if it’s
something, I’d rather just do it and learn right or not?
by experience.
The fact is that
Over the winter
most
people who take
The fact is that the time
break, my best friend
to post on onmost people who line forums are usually
had to disassemble his
take the time to post morons.
truck engine, replace
some parts and put it
Everybody has a
on online forums are
back together. To most
friend
or family memusually morons.
people, this might seem
ber they go to for adlike a difﬁcult task and
vice. Asking them is
one would either pay
usually a better way to
someone to do it or Google it, hoping to get a good answer than randomly selectﬁnd some decent explanation of how to ing suggestions from the Internet. Reﬁnish the job.
member what they always taught us in
Instead, I had already done it before high school: don’t believe everything you
and knew what to do, and four hours read online.

“

“

VISUAL STIMULATION

3-D is 2-Damn stupid

Movies which use 3-D for no apparent reason only
show the weakness of the story line, distract the viewer

I almost
The visual stimulus of a 3-D ﬁlm takes
didn’t notice
away from the story, as if to say, ‘Hey, this
the
cliché
storyline sucks, but look at this ﬁsh; you
lines spewing
could almost touch it!’
from another
In retrospect I will admit that some
overrated acmovies are made in 3-D very well, maktor’s mouth
ing it either part of the story or to use the
because my
shock and awe effect.
attention was
In the recently released “TRON: Legdiverted to
acy,” only some of the ﬁlm was in 3-D.
s o m e t h i n g BY ERIK FLEIS
This was to distinguish the real world
of the least Copy Desk
from the world inside the network, or
significance:
“the grid”. This is one
a 3-D leaf
of the few exceptions of
falling in the theater
The visual stimu- a 3-D movie that works.
right in front of my
Another good exlus of a 3-D film takes ample
face.
is “Avatar.” Even
away from the story, though I hated the storyIn the past few
as if to say, ‘Hey, this line, I have to admit that
years, the number
of 3-D ﬁlms has instoryline sucks, but it was visually stimulatcreased exponentialThe world of Avatar
look at this fish; you ing.
ly. This is a tragic way
was created very well
could almost touch and adding the 3-D to it
of presenting one of
only made it more poputhe world’s most creit!’
lar. There is a reason
ative art forms.
that the only Academy
Being charged an
extra three bucks so I can watch a bunch Awards it received were for Best Visual
of men throwing dildos at each other and Effects, Best Art Direction and Best Cina massive amount of diarrhea ﬂying to- ematography. All these awards are based
wards my face doesn’t sound like a good solely on special effects.
The problem I have is that there are
time to me. If you didn’t see “Jackass
too many movies that are coming out in
3-D,” that’s what you missed.
I ﬁnd that movies in 3-D are way too 3-D, when they weren’t ﬁlmed speciﬁdistracting. First of all, wearing the 3-D cally for 3-D. Every time they do this, the
glasses the theater provides is distracting scenes get too busy for the technology
in itself. Being someone who doesn’t wear and it looks unnatural. If anything in a
glasses, I ﬁnd it awkward having to wear movie looks fake, it is no longer an illuthem, and anyone who wears glasses al- sion. It becomes a cheap parlor trick.
ready now has to wear two pairs.

“

“
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The unsocial network

The rise in popularity of social networking sites
has deteriorated face-to-face communication

KELLY REQUA

“In a crisis, don’t hide behind
anything or anybody. They are
going to ﬁnd you anyway.”
- former University of Alabama football coach
Paul “Bear” Bryant

About The Observer
Sections

General/Editor-in-Chief: cwuobserver@
gmail.com
News: cwuobservernews@gmail.com

Scene: cwuobserverscene@gmail.com
Sports: cwuobserversports@gmail.com
Opinion: cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com

Deadlines

Weekend sports information: Monday 5 p.m.
Letters to the editor: Sunday 5 p.m.

Entertainment, meetings, calendar events,
display ads, classified ads: Friday 5 p.m.

Contact Us

CWU, 400 E. University Way
Boullion Hall 222
Ellensburg, WA 98926

9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
509-963-1073
cwuobserver@gmail.com

“OMG, my
BFF Stacy and
I are so going
shopping
tomorrow.” Guess
what? Nobody
cares about you
girls going shopping
tomorrow, except the
creepy stalker BY GARRETT GAGE
guy that has Copy Desk
never been happier since social
networking was invented.
The arrogance of some people makes
me angry, believing that everything you
do needs to be posted on Facebook or
Twitter. I feel it’s good to communicate
and keep in touch with people, but I
don’t need to know everything about
you. What happened to the mystery
of people? Nowadays you can ﬁnd out
someone’s entire personal history in
about 10 minutes.
It is quite sickening how much time
is spent on social networking. According
to procon.org, people in Russia spend
more time on social networking sites than
people in any other country. That’s crazy.
They also state that hours spent face to
face have declined as a result of social
networking. Not being close to a person

and communicating face to face loses
that open, fresh feeling one gets when
chatting with another. Speaking with a
person face to face provides a more intimate, secure feeling. When you look into
the eyes of another, you can feel that you
are building a more solid foundation with
them. Social networking lacks personal
communication and it seems even more
that people now have difﬁculty communicating face to face. Social interaction
is the basis of our society and to not develop these skills is an injustice to oneself.
Also consider the personal safety factor of letting everyone know your personal information. People are putting
out a lot of information with no real idea
of who’s looking at it. However, I’m not
saying that everyone is getting stalked or
that the government is keeping tabs on
you using these social networks.
All I want is for you to think about
what it is you’re really doing and what
kind of society we are becoming. We have
the opportunity to become a world without borders or boundaries and communicate globally, which is something that we
haven’t been able to do in history. This is
an extraordinary accomplishment.
However, we cannot lose that personal
interaction that sets us apart of all other
living beings in nature.

Dear Readers,
The Observer welcomes brief letters (300 words or less) from readers on current issues. Please
include your full name and university afﬁliation: year and major, degree and year graduated,
or staff position and department. To be printed in the following weekʼs issue, please e-mail your
letters to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com by 5 p.m. Monday. The Observer reserves the right to
edit for style and length. Anonymous letters will not be considered.

SCENE
Scene Editor
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PHOTOS BY JOEY LEBEAU

NEW PERSPECTIVE (From left) Caytlyn Chilelli, junior graphic design major;
Danielle O’Malley, senior graphic design major; and Louise Shye, senior art major
discuss artwork at the show opening last Thursday.

WHAT COULD IT MEAN? Katie Berberick, junior art major, ponders a piece.

Art through the eyes of Central’s faculty
CWU art students have a chance to be the critic of their professors’ work
Assistant Scene Editor

Ricardo Farias slowly paces through
the brightly lit gallery, pausing to join a
circle of people twisting glasses of wine
and laughing. The group he joins is
made up of both attendees and artists,
but one cannot be deciphered from the
other.
As a graduate student with a concentration in painting, Ricardo works
and studies aside these artists on a daily
basis, but the opportunity to view their
work is few and far between. Tonight
he has the chance to peruse the gallery
with them, discussing it at their side.
Last Thursday, Jan. 13, Farias was
among the students, faculty, and community members mingling in the Sarah
Spurgeon gallery for the Department of
Art Faculty Exhibition reception. The
exhibition is in place through Feb. 13,
and it gives the public a chance to view
the work of artists they may know, but
haven’t had the opportunity to view
their work.
Assistant Professor of Ceramics
Stephen Robison’s “Vase” takes center
stage in the exhibit, creating a dramatic
effect on the viewer as they enter. The
organic shaped vase made of porcelain
twists and turns into a sensuous drinking cup. Small mounds emerge from the
sides like coral and the bronze reddish

glaze brings to mind a twisting gumbo that the event works to open up the area
to the public. It allows people to come
limbo tree.
As students migrate from piece to on campus that usually wouldn’t and
piece, some sip wine, some politely cross enhances a positive relationship with
their arms, and others circle around in- the community at large.
“We can make a connection with
triguing works.
Graphic Design Professor Glen L. local artists and alumni,” Bach said.
Bach is taking part in breaking the ice “There are a lot of people who are artby floating from one group of people to ists, but not on campus.”
Ryan Brislan, junior ceramics stuthe next, discussing his and other works
dent, quietly examines
in the gallery.
& Lorrain
Earlier in the day
Classrooms can be Howard
Barlow’s piece called
Bach talked to his class
uptight, but here
“Arms Race.” Conabout the Bauhaus
school and its approach you can discuss their structed from yarn,
vintage military rifle
to design and included
point of view and
stalks, steel, antler, and
longer captions for his
pieces so they could get perspective. It works knit wool, the piece
strikes a chord with
as an ice breaker.
more out of the show.
RICARDO FARIAS Brislan.
“Students can learn
Grad. Student
“I see elements of
from the retirees as
softly threatening, an
well,” Bach said.
Having students as an audience assignment he gives in his sculpture
made this exhibition different from oth- class,” Brislan said. “It’s great to see
Howard’s response to his own assigner exhibition he has displayed work in.
“You’re being judged by your peers ment.”
By making art alongside the students,
you see each day,” Bach said. “You want
Brislan believes his instructor is building
your students to trust you.”
Bach surveys the crowded room and camaraderie. He points out that faculty
points out the collegiality of the event, tend to not show art in class because
noting that it’s not just the Art Depart- it can be perceived as self-serving, but
ment showing support, but people from the exhibit gives them the appropriate
chance.
other departments as well.
“With the show, the classroom is
Communication is a reoccurring
theme though the event. Bach notes removed and we are able to engage in

“

“

BY JOHN LUKE LASALLE

SERIOUS THOUGHT Alexandra Ehrich, sophomore graphic design major and Zach Lamance, junior graphic design major,
consider a pair of paintings at the faculty art show.

conversation with our professors not as
grade givers, but as fellow artists,” Brislan said.
Farias surveys the mixed crowd of
undergrads, graduate students and instructors, and notes that the reception
is an important method of communication.
“Classrooms can be uptight, but here
you can discuss their point of view and
perspective,” Farias said. “It works as an
ice breaker.”
Despite his familiarity with the faculty, the work on display is new to Farias. He gazes across the crowded gallery
at a series of work by his painting and
drawing instructor, Associate Professor
Maya Chachava. Farias notes that the
art on display is a different extension of
her classroom instruction.
“I can definitely tell why my painting professor is more of a minimalist,”
Farias said.
Farias mentions that seeing the instructor’s art leaves him more open to
their suggestions and gives him a better
understanding of where they are coming from.
“By looking at their art work I can
feel their style and can tell where they
live in the art world.”

Senior Scene Reporter Giancarlo Gonzalez contributed to this article.

WOOD WORK Tiffany Walker, senior
art major examines a wood piece.
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Rhythm and rhyme - Tod
Marshall speaks poetry
BY KELSEE DODSON - CARTER

Staff Reporter

Young and old were seated in anticipation Tuesday
night waiting for poet Tod Marshall to arrive on to
the SURC theater stage. Some were clutching his
book that they had brought with them or purchased
at the table located outside the theater. Some were
holding pens and notebooks, waiting to take notes on
what Marshall had to say.
Marshall was the first to read this quarter as part
of the Lion Rock Visiting Writer Series of Reading,
sponsored by the English Department. Marshall, the
Spokane based poet, teaches at Gonzaga University
where he writes and publishes poetry.
There are many definitions of poetry, but for Marshall the definition is as simple as an arrangement of
words that matter to you.
Marshall read off a plethora of poems Tuesday
night. Many were from other poets and many of
his own. For many of his poems he gave the title of
the poem and an explanation of its inspiration. For
instance, his poem titled “Morning with Monkeys”
was inspired by the simple fact that he used to live
next to a zoo in Memphis. “St. Jude and Tomatoes”
is inspired from St. Jude Children’s Hospital , also in
Memphis. Marshall thought it was strange to name
a hospital after St. Jude, considering that he is the
patron saint of lost causes.
As he read the poems out loud, the words seemed
to roll off his tongue. There was a rhythm to his
words. While reading poems out of his book he
would always glance up from the page, keeping a
connection with the audience.
Mark Halperin, former English professor, described Marshall’s poetry as very direct and genuine,
which is probably why listening to Marshall speak
was very relaxing and calming.
Marshall “alludes to a lot of things,” English Professor Joe Powell said.
Not very many people can say that they have
witnessed Evel Knievel perform one of his daredevil
stunts but Marshall has done something even better.
He once shared a drink with Knievel at Baby Bar in
Spokane. Because of this random encounter, Marshall has written a poem about Knievel.

“I like how insightful he is” said Ryan Oliver,
sophomore, film and video studies. Marshall
“pointed out both interesting and positive
flaws about our culture.”
Many of his poems were total opposites of
each other. For instance, “No Nightingales
in Kansas” had a lot of profanity and even
referenced smoking weed and snorting substances. In contrast, the inspiration for “Loam”
came from Corinthians in the Bible when it
talks about love being patient and kind.
“Zombie Poem Finally” is a piece that woke
up the audience with a humorous outlook on
zombies. Marshall called himself a zombie
guy. He said that he sometimes looks for places
to hide if zombies did somehow decide to rise
up out of the ground and attack. Chuckles
could be heard within the crowd throughout
the whole reading of this poem.
For Jonathan Hoff, sophomore, English
major, “Zombie Poem Finally” was his favorite.
“It was really funny and interesting to
hear that sort of thing in that sort of context,” he said.
Hoff found it very impressive to make
something like zombies into a poem and
make it work.
After the reading most of the younger
crowd scattered and rushed out of the
theater, however I found Marshalls reading to be fresh and interesting. I even
had a line of poetry that stuck out to me
through out all of his readings.
“We’re always almost out of time.”
As Marshall would describe poetry,
these were the arrangements of
words that mattered the most to
me.

Rediscovering Manastash Ridge through CWU
Students help Morgan Middle School Discovery program bring the trail back to life
Staff Reporter

Manastash Ridge - a place for students to escape, for hunters to hunt, for
kids to be kids and for hikers to hike;
but years of vandalism and neglect have
caused the trail’s condition to deteriorate.
To the trail’s rescue came The Manastash Ridge Project, a multi-tiered project
between Central, community organizations and a group of alternative students
from Morgan Middle School.
A presentation held in Black Hall on
Jan. 10 brought awareness to the collaborative effort. Central students who participated in the project spoke about their
experiences.
Some of the middle school students
were interviewed on camera, which the
audience got to see. They were encouraged to interact in a number of thoughtbuilding exercises lead by participating
students.
Debbie Haskell, assistant professor of
education said she sees value in the collaborative efforts.
“What’s unique about this program
is that there are collaborative works
that are done between universities and

schools and schools and the community,” ments are satisfied by having Discovery
Haskell said. “But this one ties all three students work with scales and measurements, while science requirements are
of those together.”
According to Haskell, the Manastash met by examination of flora and fauna
Ridge Project is multi-tiered and focuses found on the ridge. Language arts rearound a group of students who are part quirements are met by students conof Discovery, an alternative learning pro- structing pamphlets about the project
and health is covgram at Morgan Middle
ered by physical
School.
The passion that
labor done to reDelaney Lafond, sethese kids had for this
store the trail.
nior elementary education
Just like Lamajor, has been a part of
project throughout the
fond, Mico Seguthe collaboration for apwhole thing has been
ra, junior elemenproximately two years and
tary
education
knows the students in the
amazing to watch. I’ve
major, has spent
Discovery program well.
got to see these kids
approximately
“The Discovery proevolve, which is pretty
two years with
gram is for kids who don’t
the project. Sefit in academically, socially
cool.
gura works with
or emotionally,” Lafond
the Discovery stusaid.
DELANEY LAFOND
dents on a daily
The program provides
Senior elementay education
basis and has
an alternative to the avermajor
been up to the
age middle school setting.
ridge five times
A structured curriculum is
applied to the project that covers math, with them.
“We did creative writing in the classscience, language arts and health. Central students, like Lafond, are responsible room and when we would go up to the
for teaching these subjects to the students. trails we would clean,” Segura said.
Segura and the Discovery students are
According to Lafond, math require-

“

“

BY MADELYNN SHORTT

in the midst of completing a kiosk that
will hold information about the student’s
work as well as information on the trail
itself.
Video clips of various Discovery students were shown throughout the presentation. One eighth grade boy said in regards to his role in the project “I usually
just hike [the trail] and sometimes I help
work on the trail when we make ditches
on the trail for when it rains.”
In a separate video clip, an eighth
grade girl reflected on something she did
for the project, “we did a class newspaper
and we got to do our own articles on [the
ridge].”
According to Lafond, this collaboration effort has received national recognition. Along with Haskell, Lafond presented the project at the National Middle
School Association in Baltimore, Md. in
November.
Lafond reflected on some great highlight she has had working on the ridge
with the students.
“I love going up there,” Lanford said.
“The passion that these kids had for this
project throughout the whole thing has
been amazing to watch. I’ve got to see
these kids evolve, which is pretty cool.”
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Teen curates dance for special education students

KEN STANTON

A MOMENT TO REMEMBER Sarah Reid and her father Don Reid dance to “Take My Breath Away” by Berlin. Family members and friends join in on the festivities as the first ever dance for students with special needs is a great success.
BY GIANCARLO GONZALEZ

Senior Scene Reporter

T

he kids dance with their friends, enjoying a safe moment as their parents
sit on benches eating homemade chocolate cake and drinking coffee or sipping on apple juice. Many of the boys and girls are dressed up. One young
man sports a hipster look topped off with a fedora, Frank Sinatra style.
The girls look like wrapped bon bons with ruffles and frills galore. It’s an evening both
kids and parents will never forget.
Kelsi Kjorsvik created “Dancing With Our Stars” to give to the young special
education students in Ellensburg.
“I saw how many of the special needs population don’t come to dances, maybe
because they don’t feel comfortable. So I wanted to do this project,” says Kjorsvik,
adding that seeing her special needs classmates inspired her.
“I feel at school no one really talks to any of the special needs kids so they don’t
feel comfortable maybe with being at school so I wanted them to come together and
make them feel safe.”
Together with the help of friends, supporters, and volunteers, she coordinated this
event and hopes that it serves as a template for future events.
Kelsi plans on attending Eastern Washington University and earning a degree in
Physical Therapy or in Psychology. Tonight she’s dancing with her friends.
Barb Goll weaves through the crowd taking snapshots as the unofficial photographer for the evening. She works as activities coordinator and ASB adviser at Ellensburg High School. Goll helps kids with their non-sports extra curricular activities.
“Kelsi is a strong leader both by getting involved and by example, and it doesn’t
surprise me at all with her big heart that this is something she would want to do,”
says Goll.
“Not every kid has the maturity to relate with their peers and also to see a need
and put it all into action.”
Kevin Kjorsvik, Kelsi’s dad, enjoys a cup of coffee and stands along the wall
taking it all in. The parents of the special-needs kids each talk to him and say a few
words.
“They tell me how grateful they are for Kelsi taking the time to think of the other
kids too – the kids with special needs that sometimes miss out on school activities.
They’ve been appreciative of that.”
He was once a special education teacher and knows some of the kids from that
time. He is children, particularly his oldest, Kelsi, have learned from that experience.
“Since she was young, Kelsi has never seen differences, which I feel very lucky to

have a daughter like that.” he says. “It doesn’t matter their differences – everybody’s
the same to her.”
Debbie Lindsey, a special education teacher who is currently a substitute teacher,
heard about “Dancing With Our Stars” through Parent to Parent, the main resource
and support group for parents with children who have special needs in Washington.
She sits on a bench as Kool and the Gang’s “Celebration” blares through the
speakers and little boys slide across the dance floor as if reaching second base.
“Parent to Parent, honestly, sometimes the only thing we do is cry on each other’s
shoulders and go, ‘You know what? It’s gonna be better tomorrow’, which sometimes
you need to do,” Lindsey says.
Sam Blazina brought her son, William, who has Down’s Syndrome.“He’ll be talking about this for months,” she says. The dance floor gets more charged up as “La
Macarena” plays and the kids do their own version of the ‘90s fad song.
Parent-to-Parent is the network in which they all connect.
“We started Parent to Parent about 11 years ago. The impetus for it was three
families, which were Michelle, myself and Elizabeth Miller,” Blazina says. “When
William was born I realized I needed to talk to other parents who would have similar
struggles as I did so they could be an emotional support.”
Michelle Williams is the current coordinator and regional representative for Parent to Parent in Kittitas/Chelan/Douglas Counties. Her 14–year–old son Gerik has
classic autism and isn’t at the dance because it would be too noisy. Nevertheless, she’s
there to show her support.
“None of us are strangers here – we’re all friends. Even if someone shows up who
we don’t know, the minute we start talking we become friends because of what we
have in common,” Williams says.
Elizabeth Miller is thankful for this event and for Parent to Parent.
“You don’t have to feel like an odd man out because you feel when you have a child
that has a disability that nobody else knows what you’re feeling,” Miller says. “Even
though every kid here has a different disability, parents all feel sadness, grief, anger,
despair, feeling alone. This is the only group that lets you know that you’re not alone.”
Darin Clark, a DJ from Entertainment Plus, who donated his services, makes an
announcement: “Okay folks this is the last song. It’ll be a slow one for the parents to
dance with their kids.”
The opening chords to “Take My Breath Away”, performed by Berlin play as the
blue and red lights swirl on the dance floor. Don Reid slow dances with his daughter
Sarah and holds her hands as he whispers to her. More parents and kids go out to
dance as the song continues. Sarah will tell her mother when she gets home that she
had a great time.
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Central jazz festival revived

“Dating Doctor”
writes Rx for
Students and faculty honor lost tradition
ways has.”
love
The finale will feature Miles Davis’s
BY NINA KANARSK AYA

Staff Reporter

BY NINA KANARSKAYA

Staff Reporter

David Coleman or the “Dating
Doctor” will appear on campus to talk
about relationships tomorrow. He will
cover everything from dating to divorce, friendships and pick-up lines and
a variety of topics about relationships
that are relevant to college students.
“I’m very honest. People will laugh,
people will cry, some will thank me,
others won’t,” Coleman said.
Coleman describes his seminars as
entertainment with a message. He will
give people personality tests that will
instantly tell him what type of person
they should date and what approach
they should take. He’ll ask questions
and issue challenges. It’s not a typical
seminar but flies by because it is entertaining as well as educational.
“I’ll teach people the best way to
meet someone and more,” Coleman
said
Coleman once had a student approach him to say she had learned
more in an hour from him than in a
semester of taking a class about relationships.
“[The seminar is] More of what
students on campus have indicated
they want to know,” Coleman said.
The Dating Doctor is also known as
the real-life “Hitch” and has won the
National Speaker of the Year award 13
times.
Coleman encourages students to
bring a friend when he speaks because
most people don’t regret going.

The John Moawad Student and Faculty Jazz Festival started in the late 90’s
with Tom Gause who organized the festival to allow the faculty to play together,
but with his death the tradition stopped.
Tonight’s performance will be the return
of the festival in what program organizer
Jeffrey Snedeker hopes will be an ongoing
tradition.
“It’s nice to sometimes play with your
colleagues,” Snedeker said. “It’s nice to
revive it.”
The night before the concert, some
high school students are invited to come
to the music department for a chance to
talk to faculty.
“Only a select few get invited,” said
John Harbaugh, associate professor of
trumpet. “It’s education oriented.”
According to Chris Bruya, director of
jazz studies, the concert will be a mix of
things with the first half of the concert
featuring smaller groups such as quartets. It will be more traditional jazz with
tubas and banjos. Snedeker describes the
style as “Dixieland.” A three-person band
called “Retro Potential” featuring two faculty members and one alumni are scheduled to play.
“There will be some standards, some
new tunes,” Snedeker said.
The second half includes a saxophone,
tubas, a french horn and a rhythm section.
Some pieces from Gause will be played as
a tribute to the revival of the festival. Snedeker expects the concert to have “lots of
little surprises,” because of the spontaneity of the musicians and jazz.
“It’ll go great,” Harbaugh said. “It al-

1957 jazz compilation “Birth of the
Cool.” The performance will be a nonet,
which requires nine members to perform
the piece. The piece is connected to the
cool jazz movement in what Snedeker describes as very reserved form of jazz when
compared to traditional jazz.
“We’re trying to recreate it,” Bruya
said. “It’ll be pretty exciting to see.”
Snedeker hopes to one day play all the
recordings on this album.
The festival will bring faculty and
alumni together to play a variety of dif-

ferent pieces. There will be original pieces
displayed as well as classics pieces that will
be a surprise to everyone involved.
“There is a lot of musical conversation
going on between the musicians,” Snedeker said.
Many of the faculty members playing
at the concert have recordings that will
be available for sale during the concert.
A portion of the proceeds will go to Jazz
scholarships for students. The concert is
free to all in the music building at 5 p.m.
tonight.
“It’s going to be very exciting,” Snedeker said.

COURTSEY PHOTO OF CWU

The Decemberists’ sixth album keeps ‘em “alive”
“The King is Dead” fits right in with their original hometown sound
“The King is Dead,” the sixth studio
album for the Portland based band The
Decemberists has done it again, with
more folk.
For
indierock followers,
The Decemberists
have
created a name
for themselves
in this genre
and have come
into their own
with
“The
King is Dead.”
Available on BY ALYSSA HOARD
Tuesday, this Staff Reporter
new album has
already been
considered a candidate for “Spin” magazine’s top 40 albums of 2011 and has also
received a high star count across by critics
and the music blogging world.
Opening with “Here we come a turning of the seasons,” the album sets a fresh
theme to the easy and simpler original

T H E

folk sound. It sets itsself apart from the
five previous albums such as the popular
“The Hazards of Love” (2009) and “The
Crane Wife” (2006). This album uses a
more actual flowing twangy slide guitar
and harmonica sounds.
Lead singer Colin Meloy teams up
with background vocalist, alt-country
singer Gillian Welch, who is featured on
seven tracks. Her low-end vocal harmonies blend with Meloy’s voice flawlessly.
Welch creates a captivating moment at
the end of the song, “This is why we fight”
with just a banjo and her voice. Recorded
only with one microphone during a rainy
thunderstorm, Welch’s outro sounds both
ghostly and mesmerizing.
The Decemberists will take you on a
journey through the hymns of each season on the tracks. “June Hyme” is my personal favorite and most poetic. The album
allows you to connect with nature through
literal lyrics of woods, rivers and sunshine.
The dreamy sounds of slide guitar
played by Chris Funk, along with the
beautiful violin strings of Nate Query,

S C O O p

January 21

January 21

THE DATING DOC
SURC
7 PM
FREE

JET CITY IMPROV
SURC THEATRE
9 PM
$3

a beating of the drum by John Moen. to Portland drawing inspiration from the
Pumping of the accordion and whistles’ Pacific Northwest underground scene and
of the harmonica from Jenny Conlee landscape.
make this 40 minute album worth listenIn a recent radio interview, Meloy exing to.
presses this shift as an entirely deliberate
Loyal listeners will not be let down contrast to the previous “The Hazards of
by the narraLove” album, but he also
tive nature and
said while making this
easy flow of
album that, “no music is
each song.
easy — even the simple
Meloy stays
songs can be really hard.
closer to home
Making them sound efand brings out
fortless and timeless, howhis American
ever, is an art.”
root style as
The Decemberists will
heard in the
hit a national and internatrack “Rox in
tional tour on January 24the Box” inkicking off in New York
stead of the
followed by already soldusual
strong
out shows in Portland.
British folk inThey will perform in
PHOTO COURTSEY OF
THE DECEMBERISTS
fluences of the
Seattle at the Paramount
past he heavily
Theater on Feb. 18. The
relied on. This
Decemberists create a sin“THE KING IS DEAD” Available on January 18 - the sixth studio
is largely due to
cerity and ease that will
album from The Decemberists.
his recent move
leave you wanting more.

January 23

January 24

January 26

WINTER WEDDING &
EVENTS EXPO
SURC BALLROOM
11 - 3 PM
$3 PER GUEST
$5 FOR COUPLES

MONDAY MOVIE
MADNESS
“INCEPTION”
SURC THEATRE
7 & 10 PM
FREE FOR STUDENTS

DEEP SEA DAZE
HOLMES DINING
ROOM
4:30 PM
TBD
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Five minutes with Evan Norberg
A student who left but couldn’t stay away
life, her uplifting attitude and skills were
very inspirational and I wanted to one day
eventually be that good.”
Three years ago Evan Norberg left
Norberg is known widely throughout
Central with his bachelor’s degree in mu- the music department on campus and his
sic education. He briefly taught music be- peers agree that teaching others and confore returning to Central in a prestigious ducting musical groups is what perfectly
graduate studies TA position.
suits his go-getter attitude and vocal talNorberg, who is the only one in his ent.
graduate program, has come back to his
“Ultimately I see Evan as a teacher. He
higher education roots on a full ride schol- loves to conduct and is quite amazing at
arship to learn even more about the field it,” said Rachelle Bunch, Norberg’s roomin which he is passionate - music educa- mate, friend and vocal companion.
tion and choral conducting.
Bunch and Norberg met in commuNorberg said that the
nity college while they
experience in his gradu- Ultimately I see Evan were part of vocal jazz
ate studies is vastly diffrom rivaling
as a teacher. He loves ensembles
ferent from that of his
schools. Today, they are
to conduct and is
undergraduate program.
best friends and can ofquite
amazing at it. ten times be seen singing
“I left with the full
knowledge of knowing
RACHELLE BUNCH together in local coffee
that I was capable of doFriend shops or dining rooms.
Whether he is on the
ing what I wanted to do
stage or in the classroom,
and now that I’m back
and know what is was that I didn’t know,” Norberg has blessed Central with what
Norberg said. “I get individual attention his friends call a special attitude and specbecause I am the only one in my graduate tacular talent.
“There is no substitution for hard work.
program. I get to learn what I feel I need
In watching individuals in their musical
to learn.”
Norberg mentioned his initial plan to career you see the really talented people
become a computer programmer or ge- that don’t put in a lot of work and still sucologist, but his senior year of high school ceed but come out relying too heavily on
changed his entire life’s path when he re- their talent, then there are the people who
alized that he was talented in the area of work hard every day and far exceed those
with only talent,” Norberg said.
music and vocal performance.
Norberg will graduate spring quarter
“I started singing and jumped into
choir on a whim and did really well,” and hopes to perform professionally for a
Norberg said. “Sheri Erickson at Bothell year in London.
His time at Central has left him with
High School and her techniques got me
interested in doing this for the rest of my many experiences proving this ideal right.

Life of the chimpanzees
As told by Asst. Professor Mary Lee Jensvold

BY STEFANIE BURGER

BY LINDSAY TROTT

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter
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An ideal day for Mary Lee Jensvold is
feeding meals to Tatu, Dar and Loulis, the
three chimpanzees who communicate to
humans and each other using American
Sign Language at the Central Chimpanzee & Human Communication Institute
(CHCI).
“We think of ourselves as maid and
butlers and dear friends,” Jensvold said.
Jensvold thinks of the chimpanzees
as her own children. She is the associate
director of CHCI and has been working
with the chimpanzees since 1986.
She oversees the care of the chimpanzees, teaches anthropology courses, raises
funds for the institute and trains students
to be interns and docents.
“We are, in a way, defective chimps,”
Jensvold said.
During the winter season the chimps
yearn to go outside to eat the snow and
have snowball fights. If the temperature
drops to less than 20 degrees they are not
allowed out.
Paintings that the chimpanzees have
made and named hang along the walls
of CHCI. Jensvold explains that the one
titled “Ice Cream” was painted by Tatu
who has a love of ice cream but is only allowed limited amounts since she is lactose
intolerant.
Tatu also asks caregivers to wear masks
while playing with her and uses the sign
for “black,” her favorite color, for anything that she really likes.
Tatu and Dar learned sign language
through a process called cross-fostering

where they were raised by humans as if
they were deaf children.
Dar is larger in size at five feet tall and
150 pounds - he is the most easy-going of
the group and likes to look through magazines and wear hats and shoes.
Loulis learned sign language from another chimpanzee, Washoe, the first to
learn a human language. She also lived
there until her death in 2007.
He is the first non-human to learn a
human language from other non-humans.
“Loulis is truly one of a kind,” Jensvold
said.
Loulis is the most social and playful
of the bunch with both his human and
chimp companions.
“Chimps are really social critters and
social relationships are really important to
them,” Jensvold said.
Tatu and Dar grew up with each other since they were infants and consider
one another siblings. Loulis became fast
friends with Dar but they still have their
moments of not getting along, as any siblings do.
“They can’t get new roommates,” Jensvold said.
Although the chimpanzees have a
seemingly happy life at CHCI, the reality
is that they will never be able to leave.
“It is essentially a prison but we try to
make it a happy prison,” Jensvold said.
She worries about the day that they
are left with only one chimpanzee, since
they need interaction with their own kind.
CHCI is always open to adding a new
member to the family.
“The whole point is to help the chimps
live a good life,” Jensvold said.

Student Union & the Daily Record Present:

Wedding & Event
Sunday, Jan. 23
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

CWU Student Union Ballroom
SAMPLES, LIVE MUSIC, PRIZES!
$3 per person, $5 per couple, 1 2 & under free

Vendors include: Entertainment Plus, David Dick Photography, Mary Kay Cosmetics,
Scentsy: Wickless Candle, Swauk Teanaway Grange, Mundy’s Formal Wear, Best
Western Lincoln Inn, Sheree @ Hair Cafe Studio, Wedding Events and Parties, Sugar
Beach Tan, f/8.3 Photography, Creative Concepts Marketing, The Pampered Chef
& Crazy Daisy, Rustic Root Catering, Cowgirl Divaz, Stewart Lodge, Student Union
Operations, CWU Catering and more!
For information or to make arrangements for
disability accommodations, please call Student
Union Event Services at 509.963.1641 or (for
hearing impaired) TDD 509.963.2143.
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
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Central reclaims first place in GNAC standings
BY BRYCE HJALSETH

Sports Reporter

The Central Washington men’s basketball team had a pair of wins on
the road last week as they traveled to
Seattle Pacific University (SPU) and
Montana State University Billings
(MSUB).
The first showdown happened
Thursday, when the Wildcats traveled
to SPU where they had a controlling
win over their opponents.
Four players reached double-digit

points. Senior forward
Jamar Berry and junior
forward Jody Johnson
both scored 15 points,
with six rebounds for
Berry and seven for
Johnson.
“That was probably
one of the first games #32 Jody
where we put together Johnson
two good halves,” Johnson said. “We
got on them from the jump.”
Also scoring double-digit points were
senior center Chris Sprinker with 12

and senior guard Drew Harris with 11.
The Wildcats controlled the score
of the game from the beginning, as
they were the first to put points on the
board. At halftime, the Wildcats had
the lead with a score of 39-33.
Seattle Pacific came out stronger in
the beginning of the second half, as
senior guard Jeff Downs scored two
three-point shots to tie the game at 39
a piece.

FIRST PLACE
CONTINUED ON P.15

GNAC Men’s
Basketball Standings
School

Conference Overall
W

Central Washington
Alaska Anchorage
Western Washington
Saint Martin’s
Western Oregon
Seattle Pacific
Northwest Nazarene
MSU Billings
Alaska Fairbanks
Simon Fraser

6
5
5
4
4
3
2
2
1
1

L
1
1
1
3
3
3
5
6
5
5

W
13
13
10
11
9
9
6
4
4
2

L
2
4
4
6
8
5
8
11
9
10

Lady Wildcats claim first conference win

Alisha Love torches
MSU Billings for
career high 27 points
BY DANNY SCHMIDT

Sports Reporter

When Central hosted the number 22
Seattle Pacific University Falcons, it was
a tale of two halves.
Despite Central’s only lead coming on
the first basket of the game, the Wildcats did manage to keep the score close
throughout the first half.
Central played tough on defense and
forced SPU into 21 total turnovers,
six of which were traveling violations.
Unfortunately, the collapsing defensive
style Central played with left the Falcon shooters open for numerous threepointers.
Going into the game, the Falcons had
shot 25 percent (63-245) from beyond
the three-point line. Against the Wildcats they shot a whopping 40 percent
(11-27).
“I’m not going to discredit them, they
shot very well tonight,” said senior point
guard Luv Rattler. “But we didn’t listen
to our coaches and we kept getting in
certain people’s shirts that we shouldn’t
have.”
Rattler scored all five of her points in
the first half and added team highs of
five rebounds and four assists.
Whatever chance the Wildcats had of
overcoming their 36-27 halftime deficit
abruptly ended when Falcons forward
Katie Benson came out of the locker
room. Benson scored five points in the
first half, and came out scorching in the

JEFF BAYLEY

ON THE BOARD Senior point guard Luv Rattler prepares to drive the lane against a SPU defender last week. The Wildcats
shot just 32 percent from the floor as a team against the 22nd ranked Falcons. Central claimed their first GNAC victory a few days
later against MSU Billings.

second, pouring in 16 points, all off of
the bench.
She went 8-10 shooting from the field,
3-4 on three-pointers, and added six rebounds.
Although Central had seven less
turnovers than SPU, they lacked in the

rebounding department. SPU out-rebounded Central 52-27, led by Falcons
guard Nyesha Simms, who had a game
high 13.
Central also had a difficult time making their free throws. The team shot 46
percent (6-13), in contrast to SPU who

shot a perfect 10-10 from the charity
stripe. The Falcons have been one of
the top free throw shooting teams all
year in the conference.

CONFERENCE WIN
CONTINUED ON P.13

RECORD SETTERS
Hogan sets second
fastest 60 hurdle mark
in conference history
BY ADRIANA ZAZULA

Sports Reporter

KATHARINE LOTZE

SUPER HURDLER Sophomore Anthony Hogan (right) placed second in the
men’s 60 meter hurdles, opening the 2011 indoor season with a personal best, a
conference qualifying mark and the second-best time in GNAC history.

The Central Washington University
track team showcased two first place finishes Saturday in the first open meet of
the indoor season at Washington State
University.
Despite it only being the second week
of the quarter, the team has been hard at
work for quite some time now. Training
for the track season began in mid-September when weather conditions were
a little more reasonable. Recently, most
of their training has been pushed inside
Nicholson Pavilion due to the snowfall,
low temperatures and ice on the side-

walks. Sprinters do repeats on the gym
floors alongside practicing jumpers and
throwers. Some distance runners have
braved the cold to get their mileage rather than turn to the treadmills.
Regardless of location, this meet was
an appreciated break from the day-to-day
routine.
“After practicing hard all fall, they’re
hungry for competition,” said head coach
Kevin Adkisson.
The men’s team welcomed back a
strong foundation of returning members.
Sophomore Brandon Roddewig took first
place in the high jump by clearing a career-best height of 6 feet and 7 inches.
According to a press release, he was the
only competitor to even attempt this winning height.

RECORD DAY
CONTINUED ON P.14
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Gladiators grow a pair for testicular cancer
Sr. Sports Reporter

The third annual Central Gladiator
competition raised awareness for an often-taboo subject among men, testicular
cancer, using the mottos “grow a pair and
then take care” and “I touch myself for testicular cancer” to encourage men to take a
stand for their own health.
Central Gladiators, inspired by the show
“American Gladiators”, was put together
by the Center for Student Empowerment,
with 88.1 The Burg and the recreation department to bring students and the community together in a seat-clenching event
of epic proportions.
“We don’t charge for the event because
it’s more important than anything to raise
awareness about testicular cancer,” said
freshman math major Chris Smith, “Maybe in the future we will be able to raise
money to support it.”
For the main event, contestants, both
men and women, aimed to get as many

dodge balls into the large garbage cans, lo- the crowd went crazy with excitement.
cated in the middle of the ring, without getWith the four to two gladiator to contesting pummeled by the gladiators that were tant ratio, the contestants were often deamped and ready. The ring was equipped nied and shut down away from the baskets.
with wrestling mats and barriers to ensure At times gladiators pushed contestants face
that the gladiators and contestants were masks into the mats followed by grunts and
contained and the crowd was safe.
high-fives. But the contestants fought back
“It’s nerve-wracking bewith
determination
I have the body of a finding ways to surpass
ing the smallest contestant
but I like to step up to a goddess to enslave our the gladiators and make
challenger.
challenge like this,” said
multiple baskets in their
freshman contestant Justin
rounds.
Selvidge. “Odds are I will
Contestant Pat Mehl
MIKE ALLEN
get hurt. I hope not, but it’s
managed
to prevail
Junior social science major
worth it.”
over the gladiators and
Before the match, the gladiators hung opposing contestants, winning the champiout around the ring in their black and onship round 20-19 in a tense overtime by
neon blue custom T-shirts that resembled the end of the night.
designs from “Transformers.”
No one was seriously injured and only
Trying to intimidate the competition, a few contestants and gladiators left with
junior social science major Mike Allen ex- minor bumps and bruises.
uded confidence and excitement.
According to the American Cancer As“I have the body of a goddess to enslave sociation, testicular cancer is the leading
our challenger,” Allen said.
cancer in men under the age of 40. There
When the air horn blew for the first time, is one new diagnosis every hour.

“

“

BY CAMBREE BENETUA

“My hope is that this program at least
got people thinking about testicular cancer and just health in general,” said senior
clinical physiology major Todd Stone.
Before the match, the gladiators handed
out “ball sacks” that included items like
Nerf balls courtesy of the Air Force and
Army Reserve Officers Training Corps
here at Central to people that attended
the event. They also included Live Strong
bracelets, water bottles and different fact
sheets with instructions on how to do a selfexam.
Through events such as Gladiators, the
Center for Student Empowerment incorporates fun filled events that emphasize
serious subjects to help students and the
community be more aware and encourage
them to talk about issues much like testicular cancer.
“I have been told by a few guys that the
program has made them more paranoid
about checking,” Stone said. “So they have
been checking themselves every day so I
guess we at least reached a few people.”

CONFERENCE WIN
CONTINUED FROM P.12

“The coaches said if we were going to
win the rebounds, we were going to win
the game,” Love said. “So that’s what
With just under two minutes to go in we needed to do.”
the game, the Falcons stretched their
Love finished the game with a career
lead to a game high 25 points.
high 27 points (17 previous game-high),
One bright spot for the Wildcats was shooting 7-11 from the field, and 2-4
junior guard Nneka Payne. Coming off from beyond the arc. Love also helped
of the bench, Payne finished with 12 Central clinch the game at the end with
points, and was 4-7 on three-pointers. clutch free throws.
She was Central’s only double-digit
When asked if she was being more agscorer.
gressive, Love said, “No, everything was
“Whether it’s starting, not starting, just falling and we were pushing the ball
that’s not really important,” Payne said. like we needed to.”
“It’s just being able to come off the
Central’s clutch free throw shooting
bench and just spark.”
proved to be key in their win. With 3:08
Central will play the Falcons again on left in the game Central was holding on
Feb. 12 in Seattle and
to a five point lead,
Payne is confident
when the YellowjackEverything was just
that things will be difets began fouling.
falling and we were
ferent.
From that point on
pushing the ball
“We play them
the Wildcats made 11
like we needed to.
again,” Payne said.
of their 13 free throw
“So definitely next
attempts, much to
ALISHA LOVE
time we play them
coach Jeff Whitney’s
Junior Guard about her
we’ll have a better
pleasure.
career scoring night
game plan for that.”
“We haven’t been in
If Central does
that position all year,
come back to beat SPU, it will be a rare this was a great learning experience for
ywin against the Falcons. SPU has won us,” Whitney said.
16 out of the last 17 meetings against
The Wildcats went on to win their
first GNAC game of the year 81-71.
lCentral.
The 77-52 loss to SPU marked Cen“I haven’t really talked about wins or
tral’s fifth in a row, pushing their Great losses with this team,” Whitney said.
Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) “We’re a brand new team and we have
record to 0-6 and 5-8 overall.
few returners.”
Just two days later, the Wildcats hostThe team can celebrate its first coned the Montana State Billings Yellow- ference win, and snapping a five-game
jackets. Central would try to get their losing streak, but Whitney knows not to
first GNAC win of the season.
let this win drag on too long.
The Yellowjackets came into the game
“We’ll celebrate it tonight and Sunwith a 7-7 record and 3-3 in the GNAC. day, and then Monday we get back to
With just over 15 minutes left in the business with [Northwest Nazarene
first half, Wildcats junior guard Alisha University] coming in Saturday, that’s
Love had as many points as the entire the way it works,” Whitney said.
Yellowjackets roster combined.
The Wildcats play Northwest NazaLove finished the first half with nine rene University on Saturday at 5:05
points on 4-5 shooting and Central led p.m. at Nicholson Pavilion. NNU cur37-34.
rently sits in sixth place in the GNAC
Central came out hot in the second conference with a record of 3-3, and will
half. On the Wildcat’s first two posses- look to hold off a central team coming
sions of the half, Rattler and Love hit off their first GNAC victory last week.
back-to-back three-pointers.
GNAC Women’s
The game would be close throughout
Basketball Standings
its entirety, despite only two lead changSchool
Conference Overall
es and it only being tied three times.
W L
W L
The Yellowjackets scored 14 secondWestern
Washington
6
0
13
1
chance points, compared to Central’s
5 1 11 3
Seattle Pacific
nine.
5 2 14 4
Alaska Anchorage
A big reason the Wildcats led the vast
5 2
Western Oregon
7 8
majority of the game, and eventually
4 3
Saint Martin’s
9 6
won, was because of something they
4 4
Northwest Nazarene
9 7
had trouble with against SPU; rebound3 4
MSU Billings
7 8
ing. Central out-rebounded MSUB 501 6
Central Washington
6 8
1 6
Alaska Fairbanks
1 13
35, which helped cancel out their turn0 6
Simon Fraser
3 8
over trouble.

“

“

JEFF BAYLEY

CONFERENCE VICTORY Junior forward Sophie Russel launches a shot over
a MSU Billings defender. Russel finsihed with 13 points and 7 rebounds in a winning
effort over the visiting Yellowjackets.
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KATHARINE LOTZE

RACE TO THE FINISH Sophomore Brandon Roddewig (left) and sophomore Scott Hunter (right) compete in the men’s 60 meter hurdles at Saturday’s meet at WSU. Roddewig competed in 5 other events, and won the men’s high jump with a personal best and automatic conference qualifying jump of 6 feet, 7 inches.

RECORD DAY
CONTINUED FROM P.12
Junior Bryan Mack also had an impressive meet on Saturday with a second place finish in the men’s 60-meter
race and a third place finish in the 200
meter with a time of 23 minutes and
six seconds.
Mack along with Anthony Hogan
also ran in the 60 hurdles in record

fashion. Mack ran an 8:36 and Hogan
an 8:32 in the preliminary race which
ranks second in Great Northwest Athletic Conference history.
2010 outdoor national qualifying
thrower senior Torrie Self and sophomore Katharine Lotze are among the
returners on the women’s side. Behind
them are a group of freshmen with
tremendous potential to give an extra
edge in the season.

“I’m very curious to see how our new
gals do,” Adkisson said. “On a whole
I think the women’s team will have a
successful year.”
Lotze had a standout performance in
the women’s triple jump, which earned
her first place. She won with a finishing
mark of 36 feet and 1.5 inches.
Self led the Central throwers with
a fourth place finish in the shot put
event. Freshmen Seanna Pitassi, Alexis

Ramos and Chelsea Genther added to
the women’s success by placing third,
fifth and sixth in the 200-meter race.
Adkisson mentioned that he had big
goals for the women’s team later in the
season; this first meet gave a glimpse
into just how achievable those goals
may be.
Full results of the meet are available
on Washington State University’s track
and field website.

OPR to offer upcoming kayaking
and climbing sessions to students
BY MACKENZIE NICHOLS

Sports Reporter

Eager to take your rock climbing obsession to the next level? Well then it’s
time to lead! OPR’s Lead Climbing
Certification Clinic is a great way to
prepare climbers for outdoor climbing
adventures.
The CWU climbing wall staff will
train you how to properly clip in while
climbing and how to belay a lead climber, allowing you to fully understand the
techniques of lead climbing. Join the
staff and other students Jan. 24th and
26th for the first session. Can’t make
it? The second session is Feb. 28th and
March 2nd.
Both sessions are from 5 to 7 p.m.
The clinic cost is $20 which includes two
hours of hands-on training, harness and
gear and the belay certification exam.
Amp up your experience and rent a pair
of climbing shoes for feet precision and
stability at the Recreation Center’s front
desk, or bring your own.
Don’t let this opportunity pass you
by! Pre-registration is required so sign
up now at the Recreation Center! You
must be Top-Rope Belay Certified to
participate in this clinic. Not certified?
Take the Top-Rope Belay clinic offered
most Mondays from 6 to 8 p.m. and
every Saturday from 10 to 12 p.m. Preregistration is also required and there is
a $15 clinic fee. What are you waiting
for? Spring is almost here so get certified so you can get outside on the rock!
For more information contact Ryan

Hopkins at 509-963-3536 or outdoorpursuits@cwu.edu

Kayaking Adventures
It’s the middle of Winter, so what else
is there to do but get out your swimsuit
and go kayaking? Sound a bit chilly?
What about if it’s in a heated pool?
OPR is offering a kayaking class that
focuses on basics and techniques of
the water sport. Participants will learn
about safety while kayaking and with
paddling and rolling techniques, all in
the warm indoors of the CWU Aquatic
Center.
No experience is required and participants are asked to wear a swimsuit and a
long-sleeved shirt. If you have your own
gear, don’t hesitate to bring it. However
if you don’t, OPR has boats on loan
from Leavenworth Mountain Sports.
This class is a great way to have some
fun while learning the basics of the
sport so that when spring hits you can
take some trips down the Yakima River.
Get training and tips from experienced kayakers for only $5 a session.
The sessions are offered every Sunday
from Jan. 23rd to March 6 from 7 to 9
p.m., except for Feb. 20th.
Whoever said kayaking in the Winter
was crazy never took this class. So slip
on a swimsuit, put on that parka and
head over to the Aquatic Center for a
splashing good time.
For more information on the kayaking
sessions contact OPR at 509-963-3537
or outdoorpursuits@cwu.edu.

MACKENZIE NICHOLS

EXPERT CLIMBER Sophomore Brent Ranniger scales the climbing wall at the
SURC during a climbing session.
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Berry responded by sinking his own
three-pointer and gaining a three point
lead for the Wildcats.
Central was able to keep the lead for
the remainder of the game, finishing
with a final score of 72-68.
Defensively, the Wildcats were able
to record 10 steals with 19 turnovers,
which converted to 20 points for the
team.
“We were able to maintain pressure
on offense and defense,” Johnson said.
On Saturday, the Wildcats traveled
to Alterowitz Gymnasium in Montana
where they had another road victory
over MSUB. This brought the Wildcats
overall record to 13-2 with a record of
6-1 within the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference, and spawning a four game
winning streak.
The Yellowjackets were the first to put
points on the board, scoring four points
and gaining their biggest lead of the
game.
The Wildcats bounced back and
poured it on with a 16-2 run. Central
controlled the rest of the first half going

into halftime with a score of 40-26.
“We played really good defense and
controlled the tempo,” said senior guard
Humberto Perez, who scored a team
high 14 points. “As a team we played really good.”
Coming out of the half, the Wildcats
continued their aggressive shooting,
scoring on their first five of six possessions and going on a 10-2 run. Montana
State Billings had some success in the
second half, as they continued to cut
away at the lead that Central always had
control of. With 5:28 left in regulation,
Montana State Billings were able to cut
the score to a six point margin, but the
Wildcats ended any hope by going on a
12-4 run and finishing the game with a
final score of 69-55.
“We are still trying to get to the top
of our potential,” Berry said. “We still
have a lot of things to get better at, but
overall we played defensively well.”
The Wildcats will be home for their
next two games. Next Thursday they
have a rivalry match against WWU.
Following that game, they will face Simon Fraser on Saturday which will be
regionally televised on Spokane-based
SWX.

Have a story idea?
Contact us.
509-963-1073
cwuobserver@gmail.com

Give them the gift that’s SMART

The NEW
DROID X
by Motorola
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THE BEST

Smartphone

"Your Local Answer Guys" LET US HELP YOU GET CONNECTED

235-5511 • Cheney

925-5511 • Ellensburg

754-1377 • 9 Basin St NW • Ephrata • www.bittwireless.com

Requires data pkg. Offers and coverage not available everywhere. Network details and coverage maps at verizonwireless.com. © 2010 Verizon Wireless
DROID is a trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. and its related companies. Used under license.
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